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Hospice Road Race deemed success

Good scents produce rosy people

Matt Crenson

Associated Press

The ability to attribute, unmediated and positive scents to one's environment enables American shoppers to feel more relaxed, which may explain psychological experiences that lead to the birth of new babies.

Vandals attack bikes at Hillcrest

Mike Walker

A group of vandals struck bikes at Hillcrest Residence Hall on Saturday morning, leaving frames and wheel rims smashed and bent. The bikes were on the south side of the residence hall.

Iowa leads in welfare reform

Charlene Siska

The Daily Iowan

When the Federal Welfare Reform Act was signed into law in 1996, Iowa already had a jump-start in implementing the new regulations.

Homecoming

Rowdiness cuts short UNI's festivities

Chris Gardner

The Daily Iowan

Rowdiness and a last-minute in time prevented some students from participating in this year's homecoming activities.
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Ice-skating special brings special thanks to Caesar's Palace

by Bill Geppert (AP - Olympic gold medalist)

 caucus.

In 1985, he visited the famed hotel for the first time and

the Caesar's Palace for a personal meeting with the hotel's

geologists and geologists, seeking to discover the full

of the hotel's water filtration system.

The meeting was attended by the hotel's president, John

with long black hair and blue eyes.

Farewell Alie Grande
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The movie, a celebration of theJazz Age, was released last month by
distributed by Paramount Pictures.

The film stars Al Pacino as the
debutante, who is trying to

return to normal life after

his, you know, "normal" life of
partying and intrigue.

This is where he was. We now

know that this is where the
cissa's Palace.
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Oklahoma, as his namesake.
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in, things have changed.
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Jennifer Carol

UI debates animal experimentation

The Daily Iowan

"Thousands of animals are demon­
eted and used in UI laboratories every year for research purposes. Although many believe this practice is important in learning about med­
al disease and eventually improving treatment, I believe this is not accredited.

Gloria Turner, a freshman in the UI's Animal Rights and the Environment Commission, is one of the students who have been doing research on this issue. "Health problems have been caused bone spurs to develop in
canine animals," Turner said. "This can be the result of a disease in the canines' body.

The peregrine falcon is a species that is in trouble. The traditional method of teaching

UI students is to use animals. The UI's Animal Rights and the Environment Com­
mmission is trying to change this. "Our main goal is to help students see the

We think there has been a large number of advances made with these alternative
methods, such as virtual and animal research," she said. "Vivisectors should not be allowed to be.

They have taken away a lot of animal's rights and should not have a big way to do so."

Therefore, the UI should not be involved in animal experimentation.

"Vivisectors should not be involved in animal experimentation. They should not have a big way to do so."
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 Thoughts on Christopher Columbus

There is no easy answer to the question of whether Christopher Columbus was a good or a bad person. While many people celebrate Columbus Day as a day to honor a great explorer, others see it as a reminder of the harm that was done to indigenous peoples when Europeans first came to the Americas. The truth is likely somewhere in between, and it is important to remember that history is often complex and multifaceted.

The dangers of increased technology

Imagine a culture where privacy and personal freedom give way to convenience and technology. In such a world, medical records and business transactions are filed away on computer systems, and we are living in a virtual environment.

In the wake of recent controversies, there has been much discussion about the benefits of technology. For example, the European arrival, the Europeans showed the natives the benefits of a new way of living, the creation of wealth for their society, the development of new technologies, and the possibility of new opportunities.

In the case of Columbus, there were many positives to the European arrival, but there were also negatives. The introduction of new technologies, the creation of wealth for their society, the development of new technologies, and the possibility of new opportunities.

So, what can we learn from this? It seems that technology can be a double-edged sword. It has the potential to bring us closer together and make our lives easier, but it also has the potential to take away our privacy and freedom.

Television’s difficult choice

Censorship, or responsible programming? This question has been asked and answered many times in the past, and it is still a topic of debate today. On one hand, there are those who argue that television shows should be censored to protect the public from harmful content. On the other hand, there are those who believe that television shows should be allowed to be as graphic and explicit as the audience wants them to be.

In this case, the National Advertising Review Council (NARC) has ruled against a complaint from the American Association of University Women (AAUW). The AAUW had complained about a television show that featured a character who was eating a pizza while wearing a diaper.

The NARC ruled that the show was not being used to promote a product or service, and that the character’s behavior was not of interest to any segment of the audience.

The NARC’s decision is a reminder that there is no easy answer to the question of whether television shows should be censored. On the one hand, there are those who believe that television shows should be allowed to be as graphic and explicit as the audience wants them to be. On the other hand, there are those who believe that television shows should be censored to protect the public from harmful content.

The NARC’s decision is a reminder that there is no easy answer to the question of whether television shows should be censored. On the one hand, there are those who believe that television shows should be allowed to be as graphic and explicit as the audience wants them to be. On the other hand, there are those who believe that television shows should be censored to protect the public from harmful content.

Which do you prefer, baseball playoffs or the NFL?

There are those who prefer baseball playoffs to the NFL, and there are those who prefer the NFL to baseball playoffs. It is a matter of personal preference.

Some people prefer baseball playoffs because they like the excitement of watching teams try to advance to the World Series. Others prefer the NFL because they like the intensity of watching teams try to win the Super Bowl.

It really comes down to personal preference. Some people prefer baseball playoffs because they like the excitement of watching teams try to advance to the World Series. Others prefer the NFL because they like the intensity of watching teams try to win the Super Bowl.

The unfair abuse of overweight Americans

There are those who believe that overweight Americans are being unfairly targeted, and there are those who believe that these people are a danger to society. It is a matter of personal opinion.

Some people believe that overweight Americans are being unfairly targeted, and there are those who believe that these people are a danger to society. It is a matter of personal opinion.

Others believe that overweight Americans are being unfairly targeted, and there are those who believe that these people are a danger to society. It is a matter of personal opinion.
Letters to the Editor

A sensible question by the Editor

Why are children's winter coats so expensive when kids catch cold and fall sick? "I don't want to prepare for my own supposedly forward-thinking, liberal university to throw it at me in the university decision concerning inclusion of the Dolls advertisements. To the Editor: Why are children's winter coats so expensive when kids catch cold and fall sick? What do they think about this."

Vivian Anderson

Shaw repercussions

"I don't want to prepare for my own supposedly forward-thinking, liberal university to throw it at me in the university decision concerning inclusion of the Dolls advertisements. To the Editor: Why are children's winter coats so expensive when kids catch cold and fall sick? What do they think about this."
Branstad underplays role of polls, claims voters lie on surveys

Mike Glover
Associated Press

DES MOINES, Iowa — Gov. Terry Branstad has offered a bland, take-a-look-at-the-weather response to criticism that he may have exaggerated last month’s third-place showing in a political poll.

"It’s been one of the most accurate polls, if not the most accurate," Branstad told an audience of 200 people Thursday in Des Moines. "I can’t remember the last time I was third place, so I’m pretty happy with third place and I hope to improve on that.

"I think the polls are pretty accurate and they’re probably more important than voters lie when they vote."
**Election '96**

"Contract" big issue in Election '96

"Contract" with America

Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole reaches for supporters during the rally on the steps of N.J. Senate.

Dole starts crucial week in N.J.

President Clinton has taken credit for the positive changes Republicans were responsible for pushing through Congress while criticizing Dole, who has been slow to come up with his own program.

To Keep Our Neighbors Warm.

We Burn A Lot Of Midnight Oil.

No one wants to work in wind chills of 30 degrees below zero. And Chuck Mickel, an LE5 gas technician, knows that one wants to work without heat at all, either. So when a pipeline's gas pressure dropped to dangerous levels, Chuck and his crew had to toil to install a bypass line to get the heat flowing again. Their effort was warmly appreciated.

Chuck will work overtime if the pride we take in serving our customers needs. For Jefferson customer service, call 1-800-822-4540.

Laura Hirschforce
The Daily Iowan

'Contract' with America

\[\text{\textbf{Contract with America}}\]

were implemented in 1995 by Republicans in Congress to create a series of bills aiming at restoring public trust in government. On the steps of the N.J. Senate, Dole, as Senate Majority Leader, said the program presented in the 104th Congress is a continuation of the "Contract with America." Dole also said the program was a major step towards ending the government shutdown.

President Clinton has taken credit for the positive changes Republicans were responsible for pushing through Congress while criticizing Dole, who has been slow to come up with his own program.

Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole reaches for supporters during the rally on the steps of N.J. Senate.

Dole starts crucial week in N.J.

President Clinton has taken credit for the positive changes Republicans were responsible for pushing through Congress while criticizing Dole, who has been slow to come up with his own program.

To Keep Our Neighbors Warm.

We Burn A Lot Of Midnight Oil.

No one wants to work in wind chills of 30 degrees below zero. And Chuck Mickel, an LE5 gas technician, knows that one wants to work without heat at all, either. So when a pipeline's gas pressure dropped to dangerous levels, Chuck and his crew had to toil to install a bypass line to get the heat flowing again. Their effort was warmly appreciated.

Chuck will work overtime if the pride we take in serving our customers needs. For Jefferson customer service, call 1-800-822-4540.
Welfare

Welfare rates have dropped since '89

The family development Plan, which has been proposed by the welfare and housing secretary of the state of Missouri in 1989, is one of the state's top anti-crime strategies. It has been designed to reduce the stress of living in poverty and promote a sense of community among the residents. The plan includes a wide range of initiatives, such as a comprehensive anti-poverty program, a strong anti-violence campaign, and a comprehensive anti-crime strategy. The plan has been successful in reducing welfare rates, and has been praised for its innovative approach to addressing poverty and crime. In the future, the state will continue to work on improving the plan and expanding its reach. The plan has been well-received, and has been praised for its success in reducing welfare rates and promoting community. The state will continue to work on improving the plan and expanding its reach. The plan has been well-received, and has been praised for its success in reducing welfare rates and promoting community. The state will continue to work on improving the plan and expanding its reach.
Clinton signs bill banning Rohypnol

Jan Foreman
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton has signed a bill banning the drug Rohypnol, a date-rape drug used by rapists in Europe to incapacitate their victims.

"We must do everything we can to stop this heinous practice," Clinton said. "For the first time, using a drug as a weapon to commit rape and violence is a crime in the United States. Violence against women and rape are not an acceptable part of any culture."

French authorities are using a similar drug to incapacitate women who employ illegal drugs in a job to facilitate their crime.

"The bill expires in January 1997 at the end of Clinton's term in office," said Foreman. "It is considered a crisis on the campuses."

Associated Press

Big Savings On Service!

TOYOTA QUALITY Winterization Special

• Anti freeze protection
• Windshield wiper fluid to last one season
• 5% battery inspection
• Check tires and brakes

$14.90

Dee Dee Bridgewater
with the Jacky Terrasson Trio
A Tribute to Ella Fitzgerald

October 23, 8 p.m.

HANCHER
tickets on sale now

www.hancher.uiowa.edu

HANCHER
a University of Iowa service to the community
State Treasurer Michael L. Fitzgerald’s GREAT IOWA Treasure Hunt

Each year millions of dollars in abandoned money are reported to the Office of the Treasurer of State. All names listed in this ad are reported as being owed $25,000 or more. The abandoned money could be forgotten savings or checking accounts, utility refunds or deposits, unclaimed benefit checks or lost stock. This Treasurer also receives abandoned safe deposit box contents. If your name is listed or you are an heir to one of these people, fill out the coupon below (include the 10 digit ID number) and send it to the Treasurer’s Office. You will be notified as to the proper procedure to recover the funds.

State Treasurer
Michael L. Fitzgerald’s
GREAT IOWA Treasure Hunt
Hoover Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

YOU MAY BE ASKED TO PROVE OWNERSHIP.

Mail to:
State Treasurer
Michael L. Fitzgerald’s
GREAT IOWA Treasure Hunt
Hoover Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

Published Name
Published Address
Published Number
Your Name
Current Address
City
State
Zip

Note: The above coupon may be photocopied.
Iowa explodes past Hoosiers

Mike Stoops
The Daily Iowan
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — Barnum junior running back Terrance Banks dashed Saturday what he always does — he stepped up when it had to. With the game tied early in the third quarter and therefore the last back West Virginia running end Banks threatened. With one touchdown already under his belt, Banks carried the ball nine times in the third quarter for 68 yards and two more trips to the end zone, his last claim came at 11 points. The Hawkeyes defeated the Hoosiers, 31-10, at Memorial Stadium in Bloomington, Ind., on Saturday. Banks finished the day with 69 yards rushing and three touchdowns. In the process, he raised his career rushing total above 1,000 yards.

Banks picks up where injured Shaw left off
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Iowa's Terrion Banks rushes the ball against the Indiana Hoosiers at Memorial Stadium in Bloomington, Ind., on Saturday, Banks finished the day with 69 yards rushing and three touchdowns. In the process, he raised his career rushing total above 1,000 yards.
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Yankees piled on Wetteland near said Torre, in his first season as
broke it score on the very next play from 3rd and nine, forcing them to punt.

first base in celebration, just the time expired in the third quarter.

was to be Iowa's game-winning ball over via punt, an illegal
play, Banks scooted 28 yards

Banks added another score as
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IMU MAIN LOUNGE

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Scope

Presents

FREE HOT WINES

STARTING AT KICKOFF WITH

DUNKIN DONUTS

Mondays Special:

Four Mushroom Pasta

Still the Best Breakfast in Iowa!

EARN $25 CASH

for the Iowa-Ohio State Game

Donate life saving plasma and be compensated for your donation

SERA-Tech BIOLOGICALS

408 S. GILBERT ST. • 1-731-7939

Why take a chance when you can SERA-TEC?

THE AIRLINER

1/2 Price Pizza 3-10 (eat in only)

Free Delivery of the Entire Menu

Never a Cover

337-5314 11am-10pm

Irish Pub & Restaurant

1800 MICHIGAN AVE • IGLEDALE - FENWAY PARK

2800 W. LINCOLN PARK • LINCOLN PARK

8 - 10 PM • $2.00 DRINKS

w/ Jack Chones & Price

2.25 for PITCHERS


If you haven’t told your family you’re an organ and tissue donor,
you’re not.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON DONATING OR TO REQUEST A DONOR REGISTRATION KIT, VISIT:

www.apdb.org

or CALL 1-800-477-8728

ORGAN & TISSUE REGISTRATION

You are about to sign a living donor

you can carry on this day.

at 1-800-555-SAVE.

It is the law of the land which

The best way to begin is to

And that’s why we are

We’re here to help you

is to make sure you are
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EXTRA

Quiz Answer

1. Milwaukee

2. Detroit

3. Chicago

4. St. Louis

5. Cincinnati

6. Philadelphia

7. New York

8. Boston

9. Baltimore

10. Washington

11. Atlanta

12. San Francisco

13. Los Angeles

14. New York

15. Cleveland

16. Pittsburgh

17. Chicago

18. Philadelphia

19. Montreal

20. Vancouver

21. Los Angeles

22. San Francisco

23. Seattle

24. Toronto

25. Montreal

26. New York

27. Boston

28. Chicago

29. Atlanta

30. New York

31. Montreal

32. New York

33. Chicago

34. Montreal

35. New York

36. Boston

37. Chicago

38. Montreal

39. New York

40. Chicago

41. New York

42. Chicago

43. New York

44. Chicago

45. New York

46. Chicago

47. New York

48. Chicago

49. New York

50. Chicago
"A lot of teams would have found a way to lose that game. The mark of a good football team is not playing your best football game and still coming out with a win," John Cooper, Ohio State coach after narrowly beating Penn State 17-16. "I'd like to be playing your best football game. That mark of a good football team is not playing your best football game and still coming out with a win."}

"I like to be playing your best football game. That mark of a good football team is not playing your best football game and still coming out with a win."—John Cooper, Ohio State coach after narrowly beating Penn State 17-16.

"We need to see some more kids. We need to see some more kids."—Penn State coach Joe Paterno after his team's 17-point loss to Ohio State.

"I don't think we're that good of a team. I don't think we're that good of a team."—Ohio State quarterback Matt Z可供填写的内容。
Sherman shares the wealth

Mike Triplet

The Daily Iowan

Iowa comes back from behind to beat Illinois, 10-7. The game was an emotional one for coach Hayden Fry. "When they called for the fourth down, I knew the game was over," Fry said.

Iowa won the game with a strong performance by the defense. The Hawkeyes held Illinois to just 29 yards rushing and two field goals.

"This was a hard-fought victory," said Iowa's quarterback, Matt Rusch. "We knew we had to come out strong and execute our game plan to have a chance to win."
Irvin's return spurs Cowboys' offense

Associated Press

Michael Irvin returned from his broken nose and spear from Denver's Steve Foley, and the Cowboys had three field goals and the lead after three quarters.

Irvin entered the game in the third quarter after being cleared by doctors. He had missed the last three games with a broken nose and had been listed as questionable before the game.

With Irvin returning, the Cowboys' offense was revitalized. They scored three touchdowns and had more than 300 yards of total offense.

Cowboys quarterback Troy Aikman passed for 247 yards and two touchdowns, and running back Emmitt Smith ran for 139 yards and two touchdowns.

The Cowboys led 27-24 at halftime, but the Saints took over in the second half, scoring two touchdowns and a field goal to win 31-27.

Irvin's return was a key factor in the Cowboys' victory. He had 106 yards receiving and a 35-yard touchdown pass from Aikman.

Irvin's presence gave the Cowboys a boost on both sides of the ball. On defense, he helped contain the Saints' rushing attack, and on offense, he provided a big play with his touchdown.

The Cowboys' win over the Saints moved them to 5-2 on the season and put them in position to take over first place in the NFC East.
Volleyball splits after Saturday sweep

The Iowa women's volleyball team took advantage of the length on the par-three matches to post a 15-3 win over Northwestern and was extended to 11 matches.

The Boilermakers' top hitters, Lauri and Anne West, had a three-game match to 17-02.94, well ahead of the third place time of 18:22.06 and 20:02.

The Hawkeyes placed all three in the top ten. The Hawkeye...
Film's roar is merely a whimper

Greg Kirschling

The Daily Iowan

Iowa's "Ghost of the Darkness"...it sounds so grand. It's not. It's not a grand one, not even a whimsical one. It's merely a whimper.

Directed by William Goldman. In addition to co-writing the dull screen version of "The Chamber," Goldman is perhaps best known for his screenplay of "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid," and in "The Ghost and the Darkness," a suspense and action film with an unsuspenseful film that also seems to have been made "too soon." Goldman has also taken singular writing credit for "The Ghost and the Darkness," and the film seems unsuspenseful. Given that the film opens in all of East Africa to trade native workers, and eventually share that much screen time an expert game hunter by the name of Remington (Michael Douglas) is called in to help Petersen solve the problem. Petersen and Douglas play a pair of gunslingers who, given the two leads' performances in films like "Batman Forever," can't help but liven things up.

In the film's period detail and comedy, promptly faded filmic stereotypes emerge, but no suspense film has ever coasted by on its visuals. It began with a promising premise: "One man met with about 500 lions - not two, but 500 - in East Africa, and he built a bridge in East Africa to trade native workers, and eventually share that much screen time an expert game hunter by the name of Remington (Michael Douglas) is called in to help Petersen solve the problem. Petersen and Douglas play a pair of gunslingers who, given the two leads' performances in films like "Batman Forever," can't help but liven things up.
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